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Quickpac: flexible, low-emission parcel 

deliveries in Switzerland

Benefits for senders of parcels

 Four different shipment speeds (from Economy to SameDay)

 Evening delivery at an affordable price

 Delivery on the day of handing in (Same Day Delivery) 

 Continuously updated forecasts and information about the delivery time

Quickpac ensures that your parcels reach their destination quickly, easily and 

without harming the environment. Quickpac is the first parcel service in Europe to 

deliver its parcels solely using electric cars, and has the largest electric car fleet 

in Switzerland with 174 vehicles. Quickpac’s other key strengths include evening 

and Same Day Deliveries at affordable prices and seamless shipment tracking.

Parcels delivered by Quickpac during the past year, in thousands

Quickpac was founded in 2019 and is a 

division of Quickmail AG, Switzerland’s 

only private mail carrier. Its customers 

include mail-order companies and online 

shops in Switzerland and neighbouring 

countries.

Quickmail currently has 244 full-time 

employees and 49 part-time employees. 

This represents a full-time equivalent of 

242 people.

Quickpac operates depots in Winterthur, 

Hägendorf and Dietikon and can reach 

more than a million Swiss people twice a 

day, 34 % of the country’s total 

population (as of December 2020). 

An innovative sorting system (patent 

pending) and quick links between sorting 

depots mean that Quickpac already has 

the capacity to deliver up to 25,000 

parcels per day.

Benefits for recipients of parcels

 Low-emission parcel deliveries

 Evening delivery for no extra charge

 Same Day Delivery: order in the morning, delivered in the evening

 Modern shipment tracking with SMS or email notifications

 Option to collect your parcel from the nearest PickMup location

Quickpac | A Division of

Quickmail AG

Fürstenlandstrasse 35

CH-9001 St. Gallen

Tel. +41 58 356 45 00

info@quickpac.ch

www.quickpac.ch

Contact:

Bernard Germanier

Managing Director, Head of Sales & 

Marketing

Tel. +41 58 356 44 40

bernard.germanier@quickpac.ch


